
DOVE
6170-0000

GRAY
6130-0000

CHARCOAL GRAY
6144-0000

BLACK TWEED
6107-0000

BLACK
6108-0000

BALTIC BLUE
6152-0000

BLUE
6101-0000

BLUE TWEED
6117-0000

FOREST TWEED
6105-0000

FOREST GREEN
6137-0000

BURGUNDY
6131-0000

OCEAN BLUE
6168-0000

RED TWEED
6106-0000

CAPTAIN NAVY
6146-0000

RED
6103-0000

NAVY BLUE
6126-0000

TEAL
6143-0000

BALTIC TWEED
6153-0000

YELLOW
6157-0000

MARINE BLUE
6169-0000

NATURAL
6104-0000

LINEN
6133-0000

TOAST
6128-0000

BEIGE
6120-0000

LINEN TWEED
6173-0000

1.125” W X 1.125” H

100% SOLUTION DYED ACRYLIC



   Fabric Woven Acrylic

   Fiber 100% Solution Dyed Acrylic

   Weight
Approximately 9.0 oz. 
per square yard

   Width 60 inches

   Roll Size Approximately 60 yards

8-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

This limited warranty protects the original purchaser should 
the fabric become unserviceable due to color or strength 
loss from normal usage and exposure conditions, including 
sunlight, mildew and atmospheric chemicals.

The limited warranty coverage period is eight years from 
the  date of original installation.

          This limited warranty covers the fabric only. This 
              limited warranty is valid with proof of purchase 
                 from the original purchaser. This limited warranty 
                 does not cover normal fabric care and cleaning; 
                 damage from misuse, abuse, or improper 
                 installation; or costs associated with 
               replacement of the fabric, including labor and 
              installation. Glen Raven’s liability is expressly 
            limited to this warranty. Glen Raven reserves the 
right to inspect the fabric submitted for claim.

Glen Raven will supply new equivalent fabric to the 
purchaser at no charge to replace the fabric that becomes 
unserviceable. Replacement fabric is warranted under the 
remaining term of the original warranty. 

Consumers and end users: The fabric is normally a 
component of an end product. For warranty service, please 
contact the dealer or retailer from whom you purchased 
the end product.
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COASTGUARD: MARINE FABRIC

Coastguard® is a solution-dyed acrylic marine exterior grade canvas. This fabric is mold and mildew resistant and 
its proprietary finish gives it excellent water and stain resistance.

Coastguard’s solution-dyed acrylic fiber gives the fabric brilliant colors. In the solution-dying process, the color 
becomes an integral part of the fiber by being added when the fiber is still in a liquid form, giving our marine 
fabrics colorfastness without fading or washing out.

With 25 colors to choose from, our color line includes the most popular marine colors. Coastguard fabrics offer 
new contemporary colors, plus unbeatable colorfastness and superior shape retention.


